Supplementary Figure 1 A) Comparison of C6H6/C8H8 nucleobase chemical shifts among
wild-type (WT), C14U/C17U mutant, and 12 nt ssRNA. B) 12% Native PAGE shows significant dimer species in the WT construct, with little to no dimer present in the C14U/C17U mutant. Low molecular weight ssRNA ladder (NEB) included for reference. ~0.8-1 µg RNA was loaded in each lane and visualized with ethidium bromide staining.
Supplementary Figure 2 A)
Comparison of chemical shift assignments of the 12 nt queC aptamer SS tail (black) with free nucleotide monophosphates (gray) and a 12 nt polyU RNA (red), B) homonuclear three bond scalar couplings ( 3 J H1´-H2´) at 277K and 298K show C3ʹ′-endo sugar conformations for the central residues with significant Cʹ′-endo/Cʹ′-endo heterogeneity at the terminal ends, C) weighted-average chemical shift differences between NMPs and SS tail show terminal ends are more similar to NMPs than central polyadenine residues, with gray bar representing analogous chemical shift differences for polyU, D) Normalized peak intensities show terminal ends are more disordered than central residues (normalized to A31 and C33). Intensities were obtained from nonconstant time 1 H-13 C HSQC experiments at 298 K, where intensities for a given C-H bond vector are normalized relative to a value of 0.1 indicated by the dashed gray line. Figure 3 A) 1D imino proton spectrum shows no base pairing, even at 277 K, in which broad peak at ~11 ppm is characteristic of single stranded nucleic acids and peaks at 7-9 ppm are nucleobase H2/H6/H8 resonances for comparison, B) base to sugar NOE connectivities at 298 K enable a complete walk from U26-A35, C) base to base NOE connectivities in polyadenine tract at 298 K and D) at 277 K. 
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